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Emilya ndMe, moniker of Ligurian Lauretta Grechi Galeno, debuts in January
2019 with the single Snow, an intimate and dreamy track with an explosive
ending. The single is the perfect gateway to enter the artist's sound planet: a
unique mix of electronic and indie pop, with synths and guitars to create
ambient textures on which shines a sweet and penetrating voice. During 2019,
Emilya releases 3 singles and, finally, in May 2020, the first album: Thank you
for your complaints, mastered by Valgeir Sigurðsson, Björk's historical
collaborator.

The atmospheres of northern European music characterize the sound and the
album symbolism. The album tells the sentimental story and the love for life
and nature of the artist. The sounds reveal a spectrum of influences even wider
than the singles, ranging from trip-hop, downtempo and glitch. She reveals her
love for scenic art in the numerous video clips that accompany the album and
for which she personally takes care of the direction and costumes, merging
music, image, aesthetics and even dance. Important for Lauretta are also the
collaborations with the world of theater, which see her turn to Italy as a
composer of soundtracks and singer of several projects.

The album consists of 7 tracks: sound experience soaked in nature, wind, ice
and the sea of Iceland, a journey that goes into the memories and feelings
hidden deep where only music can get. "I wanted to put in my music the
colors, sounds and noises that remind me of life in the open air, that make me
cancel the dimensionality of my being".In this rarefaction remains always
present the drums, which among samplings and glitch effects, keeps the beat
component high. The voice is in the very first place and shifts between
registers creating sensations and atmospheres that are always different. 
As first track we find Snow, the first single that started the whole journey of
Emilya ndMe. This tune is a dedication to her mother and is the manifesto of
the album.  Next is Taxi Driver: a straightforward song with a wave sound, it
takes people by the hand and accompanies them towards the next tracks. Taxi
Driver is a companion, a sort of musical Caronte. Yellow Led is an airy and
warm track:  It represents the sounds and beats of the entire album. Ain't
Planet B is a prayerful dedication to our planet but also a reproach for
humanity: a humanity that has exploited the world's resources. A humankind
that has exploited the planet without any regard and if not immediately provide
a remedy, maybe there could be no happy ending. On the sound level it starts
with a roar, like the Earth is imploding. In this track drums come off as a
separate instrument in a solo and parallel dance with a final crescendo that
reminds of a celestial body folding in on itself and imploding. A Giant Step is a
sweet song dedicated to the new born, welcoming them to the world with a
piano melodic line and a voice interlacing. XOXO is the most electronic track
on the album: with its ironic and frivolous title, it highlights an issue of modern
relationships built on virtual conversations through emoticons, often at the cost
of honesty and loyalty in the real life. Thank You for your Complaints is the tune
that tells how much criticisms, although they can hurt, are sometimes
important to understand what our direction really is. The very ending of the
song, unfolding enveloping sounds, opens up to the future. 

 

 

Edited & mixed by Gabriele Pallanca/ Genova Records, Genova 

Mastered by Valgeir Sigurðsson/Greenhouse Studios, Reykjavík

 

Lauretta Galeno / lyrics, music, arrangements

Alessandro Ciapica /arrangements, music 

Lauretta Galeno / vocals, synths, bass, drum machine 

Alessandro Ciapica / guitars, drum machine

Andrea Bissolotti / piano (A Giant Step)

Andrea Garibaldi / bass (Snow) 

Marco Pendola / drums (Snow)

Marco Fuliano / drums (Ain’t Planet B; XOXO)

Gabriele Pallanca / drums (Thank you for your complaints) 

Simone Carbone/ drums editing (XOXO) 
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LISTEN TO THE ALBUM
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